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AmerAsia global Leadership has worked with Big Law for 30+ years, and in Asia for 12 years. We know 

that getting safe, secure, successful technology results in China and America requires identifying the best 

supplier/partners available to you. But, alas…. 

January 14, 2019: The 2018 Legal Technology Survey Report revealed 95% of Law Firm 

lawyers are concerned about your companies data security and privacy yet, barely one third of 

those same lawyer/law firms implement, on average, any one of the 13 standard precautionary 

security measures listed in the 2018 Survey. And, only about 15% used a Security Operations 

Center of any type. This is in America.  

In China, at AmerAsia Beijing, in a typical 24 hour period, our front end Beijing AWS security servers 

protecting our clients critical documents/information/trade secrets get hit no less than 3 million times 

daily by suspicious internet traffic. 100,000 of these visitors, daily, attempt to hack our SSH encrypted 

servers using brute force SSH hacking methods (a data packet showing up at our encrypted Beijing IP 

address with a payload holding 1,000,000’s of passwords and encryption codes attempting to “hack 

away” on our IP port until they break in to our servers and your data). The other 2.9M hits over the past 

24 hours are looking for SSH server port authentications identifying vulnerable ports for hacking.   

Here is where these 100,000 hack attempts came from the past 24 hours, using a partial look at our 

Security Operations Center (SOC) dashboard and our IPGEO CrossCheck tool: 

 

Does your supplier know this information? 

Can they show you this information? 

If not, how can they detect, let alone stop, your competitors/maligners probing your 3rd party 

document servers and your trade secrets in China and Asia? 
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https://www.lawtechnologytoday.org/2019/01/techreport-2018-cloud-computing/

